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Protection Level FunctionalitiesApplications

Features & Benefits
Brief Introduction 

The anti-climb fence from SKYHALL® Fence is a perfect fencing solution for perimeter security that 

maintains a guarded display of visual screen balancing the need to prevent an attack.

Produced from low carbon steel wire with a welding strength of over 50%, the anti-climb fences are 

quite strong. The fence surface is pre hot dipped galvanized and then polyester powder coated thus 

resistant to rust and corrosion. 

High security is just one reason for people to choose our anti-climb fences as the final option. The other 

one is its self-lock way of installation, which can greatly save you time and effort.

Our anti-climb fences are quite popular among Middle East countries such as Qatar and UAE.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

ANTI-CLIMB FENCE 
(SELF-LOCK TYPE)

Prevent Any Intrusions and Threats by 
the Anti-climb Fences.



http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

PANEL HEIGHT PANEL WIDTH WIRE THICKNESS MESH SIZE POST TYPE POST THICKNESS POST LENGTH

1800 2400

2000 2600

2200 2800

2500 3200

3000 3800

ANTI-CLIMB FENCE (SELF-LOCK TYPE)

PANEL POST

SURFACE TREATMENT PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )

2000
2200
2500

2000
2200

3.0/4.0
3.5/3.5
4.0/4.0

78*20
80*20

100*70
SELF-LOCK

1.00
1.20
1.50

Normally, the mesh opening of our anti-climb fence is 3.0’ x 0.8’ or 3.1’ 

x 0.8’, which is small enough to prevent an intruder from climbing or 

scaling. And the high density fence panel makes it very hard to cut out. 

People prefer anti-climb security fences to other solid and dull fences 

mainly because of their high visibility without sacrificing security.

This anti-climb fence can be combined with a fence topper of barbed 

wire, razor wire, or other security wires to provide a higher level of 

security.

All colors are available here for the anti-climb fence, however, we recom-

mend white aluminum of RAL9006 as the reference color according to 

its popularity.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    

+86 311 8610 2039

www.skyhallfence.com 050800

info@skyhallfence.com
22#A4, #2 YUANBOYUAN STREET,HI-TECH FREE ZONE,
ZHENGDING, HEBEI, CHINA

+86 132 3111 6517

Get to us via multiple ways

CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.

ANTI-CLIMB AND ANTI-CUT

PAIRABLE WITH SECURITY WIRE

HIGH VISIBILITY

AVAILABLE COLORS
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